E.P.I.C. RECOMMENDS
The Hug Who Got Stuck
by Andrew Newman
www.consciousstories.com

This magically illustrated, exceptional
bedtime story teaches children to
access their hearts. It is the adventure
of Hug, a hero who got stuck as he was
headed for the heart for which it was
made. Will Hug navigate past The Web of Sticky Thoughts?
This story helps kids to learn that sometimes it takes surrender
for everything to get better. Open your hearts together with
special breathing exercises, a sweet story and conscious
connection before everyone drifts off to dreamland. One in
a series from The Conscious Bedtime Story Club: providing
books that bring parents and children together with peaceful
connection in that precious 20 minutes before bed.

Align

by RENAE
www.renaemusic.com
RENAE’s infectious pop melodies,
soothing vocals, cutting edge
productions, and mindful messages
are all elements of her music that
make her absolutely one of a kind. RENAE is a pioneer in
Spiritual / Pop or Conscious Pop — music that inspires inner
and outer harmony in the world. Her debut album Align is
centered on the metaphors of each chakra and will inspire
individuals to connect with their souls as a way to live their
most authentic and conscious lives. “My goal is to use my
voice and artistry to raise the vibration of our planet! I hope
these songs resonate and serve others in their own journey
of self-exploration and alignment with their true nature.”

Black Code

by Nick De Pencier|
www.mongrelmedia.com
Nicholas De Pencier examines the
complex global impact that the
internet has had on matters of free
speech, privacy and activism. Citizen Lab,
a small academic group housed at the
University of Toronto is busy monitoring
governments and corporations who are using technology to
censor, hack, surveil, and spy on the Internet. Black Code refers
to nation states, militants, and organized criminal groups who
are hacking through firewalls, surveilling other computers, and
downloading information. There are case studies of Tibetan
monks who have been harassed by Chinese surveillance
operations, Syrian activists tortured for Facebook messages,
Brazilian activists who use social media to expose livestream
police activities, and Pakistanis fighting back against violent
online campaigns against women.
6 | epicmag.org

White Fire

by Mooji
www.newharbinger.com
White Fire is a collection of wisdom that
encapsulates world-renowned Advaita
Zen master Mooji’s essential spiritual
teachings. Brimming with power, this
book can ignite a burning flame within
your heart, clearing away confusion
and doubt and leading you into the pure stillness of being:
“Fire burns everything leaving only ashes. But there is a fire
so fierce it burns even ashes—White Fire. Burn me like this,
O White Fire, Grace of God, until nothing remains but You.”
White Fire is a clear and direct pointing toward Truth that,
once discovered, can dispel the delusions and suffering
common to human experience, and reveal your true
nature as perfect and timeless being.

Myth of the Cave
by Deya Dova
www.deyadova.com

Smashing through glass ceilings of
human perception. Emerging out
of the cave of questioning, “What is
real?” Into the memory, the knowing
and the wisdom of lifetimes of learning. Myth of the Cave
is a concept album about consciousness. A collection of
intimately woven stories, mythical Being statements for a new
era. Deya Dova’s soaring angelic & banshee-esque vocals
blend seamlessly with ancient tribal song lines. True to the
Deya Dova signature sound, Myth of the Cave harmonizes
the raw earthy power of the human voice with cutting edge
Electronica. Intricate & layered Global Bass productions
encrypted with symbology. Exotic textural landscapes
featuring Egyptian Saz, Didgeridoo, Hung, Santoor, Burundi
Drums, Totemic future Bass and a distinctly cinematic grandeur.

The Apology

by Tiffany Hsiung
www.facebook.com/TheApologyFilm/
During World War II, 2000 girls and
young women were kidnapped and
forced into sexual slavery by the
imperial Japanese Army. In this
advocacy documentary, Tiffany Hsiung presents the true
story of three survivors who were "comfort women" more
than 70 years ago. They are involved in a fight for justice,
which involves getting an official apology from the
Japanese government. The Apology is a timely and
important documentary about the violence that women
have endured during wartime and still endure today.
It reveals the inner strength of character and conscience
needed to speak out for justice; and it lifts up the resilience
needed to survive oppression and hold out hope that the
next generation will carry on this quest.

